Welcome to P2p+!
Introducing P2p+
What is P2p+
P2p+ Mission, Vision, and Objectives

P2p+ Mission and Vision

• **Mission**: To boost the emergent supply of Monitoring and Evaluation specialists.
• **Vision**: P2p+ meets YEES’ professional guidance needs while generating knowledge to the evaluation community and reinforcing M&E capacity.

Specific goals

1. Address YEES’ technical and career advisory needs, through a network of peer support.
2. Map the career challenges of YEES and means to fast track YEES’ careers.
The target audience of the P2P + M&E Career sessions are young and emerging professionals.

The purpose of these sessions is to provide tips on basic M&E-career related doubts.

This is a demand-driven session, not training or workshop. You are supposed to ask questions!

Participatory approach. We will collectively try to build answers, but you must continue your own search.

P2P is a safe space. The sessions are confidential and non-judgemental.
P2p+ 2022 Vision

How can P2p+ help me?

1. P2p+ advisors screen YEES doubts and provide advice
2. List of existing M&E resources for YEES
3. Partner Webinar and videos on recurring doubts
4. Portfolio of career tips (blogs, guide, visuals cards, and videos)
5. Help line on critical M&E challenges on ethical dilemas and innovative solutions.
6. The P2p+ spotlight and thematic sessions
7. A network of colleagues that are going through the same hurdles
YEES Able to Start Their Journey

YEES Become Better Evaluators

Better Evaluation Produced

Increased Motivation
- VOPEs
- Knowledge
- Networking
- Mentoring
- P2p+ Advisory

Increased Capacities
- Education
- Trainings
- Competence Frameworks
- P2p+ Advisory

Practical Experience
- Internships
- On-the-job learning
- Job opportunities

Values and Standards
- Codes of conduct
- Professional guidelines
- Peer Review
- Mentoring
- P2p+ Advisory
Where: Hubs

Europe

- Asia Pacific (English)
- LAC (Spanish)
- Lusophone (Português)
- Global (English)
- Francophone (French)
- MENA (Arabic)
THANK YOU!
p2peval.advisory@gmail.com
https://www.p2peval.com